
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































＊ Humanities and Social Studies Education
Ogawa Mimei’s “Wild Rose” and War:
Depicting Nature and Homecoming
Yuji ONO＊
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to revisit the end of Ogawa Mimei’s fairy tale “Nobara,” which allows for ambiguous 
interpretations based on the author’s intentions and the circumstances of the times. 
By depicting the withering of a wild rose, Mimei reminds readers to stand against power and violence and conveys a 
way of life that follows nature.
For Mimei at this time, with his nihilism combined with the influence of Tolstoy and Kropotkin, obeying nature was to 
deny the state system that promotes oppression and coercion and actively practice anarchism.
By describing the scene in which a wild rose wilts unnaturally, Mimei teaches the old man that war is forced, not 
destined, and that it was necessary to resist it by returning to nature.
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